Dark Sky Friendly Lighting
Bringing the Nighttime Sky Back in View

Lighting that is dark sky friendly helps to reduce light pollution, or excessive nighttime lighting, for
improved sky views without sacrificing personal safety.

What is Dark Sky Friendly Lighting?
It is lighting specifically designed to enable residents to enjoy nighttime views of the sky
unobstructed by excessive municipal and business lighting. Recent decades have seen
the increased use of bright lights on buildings and in parking lots, business parks and
other areas. These environments are often flooded with omni-directional lighting that
can be seen from blocks or miles away – even from space. They effectively block views
of the night sky for entire communities. Dark sky friendly lighting is designed to reverse
this trend by providing more focused, site-specific illumination that permits clearer
views of the moon, stars and constellations.
With dark sky friendly lighting, light pollution is minimized. Light pollution is wasted light
that performs no function or task, such as sky glow or glare. It is artificial light that goes
where it is not supposed to go, like into a neighbor’s window or into the sky.

Holland Energy Park won the
Envision® Platinum award from the
Institute for Sustainable Infrastructure with the help of dark sky friendly
lighting.

How Does It Work?
Dark sky friendly lighting uses advanced technology and engineering to provide
nighttime illumination where and when it is most needed, without disrupting views of
the night sky.

Why Does It Matter
Large-scale light pollution is more than just a visual nuisance. Research shows that
extreme outdoor light disturbs nighttime sleeping patterns and contributes to increased
anxiety, obesity and depression. The human body is designed to function on daily cycles
of darkness and light, and it works best when we respect this natural rhythm.

Holland residents are able to better
enjoy the nighttime view of Lake
Macatawa with lower lighttime light
levels. All lights are equipped with
motion sensors to light the path and
keep pedestrians safe.
Parking Lot

High levels of nighttime lighting also make it difficult for nocturnal wildlife, including
birds, insects and mammals, to navigate and forage after dark. Birds’ seasonal migrating patterns are also disrupted.
Excessive lighting is
unnecessarily costly
and wasteful, when
more targeted
illumination is more
efficient.
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By adding dark sky friendly lighting
controls (wi-fi relays and motion sensors on each light pole integrated to a
central lighting computer), Davenport
University, Holland campus, was
able to reduce its parking lot energy
consumption by 40%.
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What About Personal Safety and Business Security?
Dark sky friendly lighting can be achieved without increasing risks to personal
safety and security. By using technology including motion sensors, LED bulbs
and directionally-focused lights, it’s possible to maintain or even improve
lighting in areas where it’s essential for nighttime safety and security.
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Light pollution is costly in
both economic and environmental terms.

According to a Yale University study, “One needs only the right amount of light,
in the right place, at the right time. More light often means wasted light and
energy.”
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We can enjoy the nighttime
sky without compromising
our sense of safety.

What are the Benefits of Dark Sky Friendly Lighting?
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Holland can reduce its
energy costs and carbon
footprint in line with its vision
for a more energy-efficient
future.

In addition to allowing unimpeded views of the nighttime sky, dark sky friendly
lighting offers several more advantages:
Environmental
• A reduction in Holland’s carbon footprint
• More efficient use of our energy resources
• Less impact on wildlife
Economic
• Consumers will see lower utility bills
• Holland can reduce its power production needs
• The savings can be reinvested in more effective ways

To find a list of approved
products visit: http://darksky.
org/fsa/fsa-products/

How to Identify Dark Sky Friendly Lighting
Light fixtures that are Dark Sky compliant have been approved by the International Dark Sky Association (IDA). To be listed, a fixture must be fully shielded
and emit no light above the horizontal plane. There should be no sag or drop
lenses, side light panels, uplight panels, etc. Approved fixtures use warmtoned (3000K and lower) white light sources or may use amber light sources
or filtered LED light sources.
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For more information about
dark sky friendly lighting, visit
the International Dark Sky Association website: http://darksky.org/
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